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THE POWER OF ECONOMIC TIES

In the 1990s, China wielded modest influence in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), a region where the United States has traditionally exerted extensive influence. Representing almost 40 percent of the region’s gross domestic product (GDP), Brazil sent just 2.8 percent of its exports to China in 2000. Brazil’s main trading partner was the United States, with a share of 24 percent of Brazilian exports. Chile shipped 5 percent of its exports to China in that same year, but 17 percent to the United States.

Almost twenty years later, this picture has inverted. Despite the ten thousand miles that separate Brasilia from Beijing, China was the destination of 27 percent of all merchandise Brazil sold abroad in 2018, while the United States received only 12 percent. The change in Chile was even more dramatic: 34 percent of its exports went to China in 2018, while the United States and Europe received much smaller shares.¹

If we consider LAC as a whole, the percentage of exports to China went from 1.1 percent in 2000 to 12.4 percent in 2018, while those to the United States fell from 58 percent to 43 percent in the same period. But these numbers are heavily influenced by the strong trade

relationship between Mexico and the United States, which skews the region’s overall trade picture. When we exclude Mexico from these calculations, China becomes the largest destination of the region’s exports, with a share of 21 percent in 2018, compared to 15 percent of the United States.²

For most of the 2000s, the story of rising trade between China and Latin America was driven by the commodities boom that propelled Latin American economies and allowed governments in Brazil and elsewhere in the region to adopt policies targeting poverty and inequality. When the prices of iron ore, soybean, copper, and other primary exports came down at the beginning of the following decade, many countries felt the punch and suffered slower growth or recessions.

China, however, did not just maintain (and expand) its place as an export destination for the region after the 2000s. It also changed the nature of its engagement with many countries, through infrastructure construction in Latin America and a marked increase in direct investment in areas as diverse as mining and oil, automobile manufacturing, finance, clean energy, and hydropower. From 2005 to 2019, the value of Beijing’s investments and construction contracts in LAC reached $191 billion. Almost all of it (92 percent) was concentrated in South American countries.³

The United States has invested in Latin America for more than a century and has a larger stock of capital than China. Nonetheless, recent flows from China into Latin America have rivaled inflows from the United States. Beijing has invested $28.24 billion in Peru since 2005, a figure that is equal to 13 percent of the country’s GDP. Argentina has received US$ 25.17 billion, 4 percent of its GDP. Venezuela received $20.28 billion and Ecuador received $12.94 billion, close to 13 percent of its GDP. In absolute terms, Brazil was the leading destination for
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Chinese investment, receiving $69 billion since 2005.4 The Brazilian government estimates that from 2003 to 2019 Chinese inbound investments totaled $80.5 billion, only a bit lower than the $83 billion committed by U.S. companies in the same period.5

As the Atlantic Council’s André Soares puts it, no other large emerging country has built an economic relationship with China like Brazil.6 When they ride the subway, residents of Rio de Janeiro are transported in Chinese trains. In São Paulo, one of Uber's competitors is 99, owned by Didi, a ride-hailing company founded in Beijing in 2012, which is also present in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Peru, and Mexico. Around 35 percent of the mobile communications of Brazil pass through Huawei equipment. State Grid, a Chinese electrical utility company, has built two transmission lines from the Amazon to the large cities in Brazil’s southeast. These lines are the longest ones in the world to use ultra-high voltage technology, which increases transmission efficiency across long distances.7 In 2017, State Grid bought CPFL, the leading Brazilian electricity utility in terms of revenue.8 Overall, Brazil is the world’s fifth largest destination of Beijing’s investments and construction abroad.9

These economic ties have created local constituencies in Brazil with vested interests in a good relationship with China. This dynamic was evident for many years in the United States, where the business community used to promote warm U.S.-China relations and lobby against measures that could affect their investments in China.10 The phenomenon has receded somewhat in recent years, after U.S. companies began raising concerns about increasingly hostile business conditions in China, and the U.S. government became more worried about a range of security
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and ideological challenges from China.\textsuperscript{11} Still, in 2019, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce lobbied the United States government to lift tariffs imposed by the Trump Administration on $300 billion of Chinese imports.\textsuperscript{12}

Brazil offers one of the main examples of how local constituencies with China-related interests can influence official policies toward Beijing. Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro adopted a critical tone toward China and its investments in the country during his electoral campaign in 2018. During an October 2018 television interview in which he discussed his plans to sell state-owned enterprises, Bolsonaro stated, “When you are going to privatize, are you going to privatize to any capital from the world? China is not buying in Brazil; China is buying Brazil. Are you going to leave Brazil in the hands of the Chinese?” \textsuperscript{13}

One year later, in his first visit to Beijing, Bolsonaro had an apparent about-face and met with executives of private and state-owned Chinese companies to convince them to invest in Brazil, including in privatized former Brazilian state enterprises.\textsuperscript{14} In his meeting with Chinese President Xi Jinping, Bolsonaro presented a specific request: that Chinese companies participate in a major Brazilian auction for the exploration of oil and gas, scheduled for the following month.\textsuperscript{15} When the auction took place, in November 2019, the only foreign companies that presented offers were the Chinese oil giants CNOOC and CNODC. A dozen other firms that had registered to bid concluded the prices were too high and decided to stay out of the competition.\textsuperscript{16} Later that month, Bolsonaro hosted Xi for the 11th BRICS Summit, in Brasília. After a forty-minute meeting with his Chinese counterpart Bolsonaro stated that “China is increasingly part of
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Brazil’s future.” One of the main reasons for Bolsonaro’s change in tone was pressure from the Brazilian agribusiness sector, which counts China as its main client and overwhelmingly supported Bolsonaro’s presidential campaign. One of the most prominent advocates for closer Brazil-China ties is Bolsonaro’s Agriculture Minister Tereza Cristina, who, until late 2018, was the chair of the rural caucus in the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies. Since the beginning of her term as agriculture minister in early 2019, she has tried to erase the narrative that Brazilian foreign policy in the Bolsonaro Administration would be hostile to China. In an interview with China’s Xinhua, she said Brazil would continue to be a “great partner” of the country, adding: “I come from the producing class, and because of that, I carry the belief that we can make a great alliance between Brazilian agribusiness and China, and between China and Brazil.”

The COVID-19 pandemic and the 2020 United States presidential election changed Bolsonaro’s rhetoric toward Beijing. In sync with Donald Trump’s tough approach to Beijing, Bolsonaro and his inner group of advisors once again adopted a negative tone toward China by mid-2020, despite Brazil’s growing economic reliance on the country. Bolsonaro rejected a coronavirus vaccine from China under the argument that it lacks credibility because of its “origin,” although Brazil later changed course and continued trials of the Chinese vaccine. According to a Bloomberg report, President Bolsonaro was also inclined to block the participation of the Chinese company Huawei in the Brazilian 5G network, ceding to Washington’s pressure.

Joe Biden’s victory might once again change Bolsonaro’s calculus. The Brazilian president openly supported Trump’s bid for reelection, and his recent assertiveness toward China
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was in line with Washington’s tone under the Trump Administration.\textsuperscript{22} Indications point to a problematic relationship between the United States and Brazil under a Biden Administration, with issues related to the environment and climate change being a challenge in the bilateral relationship.\textsuperscript{23} In this scenario of less favorable U.S.-Brazil relations, Bolsonaro would have fewer incentives to adopt harsh policies regarding Beijing.\textsuperscript{24}

China’s importance to Brazil and other South American countries’ agriculture and livestock exports has had repercussions that go beyond trade. With the support of most of Latin America, Beijing was able to defeat the candidate backed by the United States to chair the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the United Nations entity responsible for setting international standards for food and animal safety and delivering research assistance to farmers around the world.\textsuperscript{25} Washington saw the election as one of its contests with Beijing to exert international influence.\textsuperscript{26} Despite U.S. opposition, the Chinese Vice-Minister of Agriculture, Qu Dongyu, was elected with 108 of the 191 votes cast by the organization’s 194 member states.\textsuperscript{27}

China’s role as a significant source of finance to LAC also bolsters sympathy toward the country. Besides bidding for infrastructure projects all over the region, Beijing has been a crucial provider of finance for Latin American states. Since 2005, China has lent $141 billion to countries in the region, more than the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the Development Bank of South America combined.\textsuperscript{28} Venezuela has been the biggest


beneficiary of this lending, receiving $67.2 billion, followed by Brazil ($28.9 billion), Ecuador ($18.4 billion), and Argentina ($16.9 billion).29

The promise of Chinese investments, especially in the infrastructure sector, was one of the main arguments presented by Panama, El Salvador, and the Dominican Republic as they each cut ties with Taiwan and established diplomatic relations with Beijing in recent years.30 (Even after the three defections, LAC is still home to nine of the fifteen countries in the world that diplomatically recognize Taiwan instead of China.31)

Investment and trade also create connections between China and state and municipal governments across the LAC region. Eight state governors and four vice-governors from Brazil visited China in 2019. Most of them were from the country’s northeastern region, home to many center-left state governments.32 A major priority for these governors during their visits was attracting Chinese direct investment in their states.

The lure of Chinese investment produces relatively warm views toward China across the region. An opinion editor of the Chilean newspaper Diario Financiero, Marcel Oppliger, said that trade and investment relations had put his country’s elite on “the side” of China.33 As he observed, “The articles that I receive are positive towards China and discuss how Chile can be a better partner of the country. If I want something more critical, I need to look for it.”.
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Furthermore, he added, “The possibility of doing business with China changes the perspective of everybody. Nobody wants to fight with China.”

Francisco Urdinez, professor at the Catholic University of Chile, agrees: “The fascination with the economic development, which is impressive, and the promise of economic opportunities sustain China’s attractiveness in the region. Economic necessity forces Latin American governments to be pragmatic. China can always give a hand when countries need and make them in debt to Beijing. This is the real Chinese soft power here.”

THE BATTLE FOR PUBLIC OPINION

Trade, finance, and investment links have propelled China’s image in the region. In strategically important countries, China is winning the public opinion battle with the United States, partly due to the deterioration of U.S. regional prestige as a result of President Donald Trump’s anti-immigrant and anti-Mexico rhetoric.

The poster child of the Washington Consensus and its neoliberal policies, Chile is one of the countries whose population increasingly seems to prefer China to the United States. A Plaza Publica Cadem poll of Chileans released in April 2019 showed that 77 percent of Chileans had a positive image of China, compared to 61 percent who had a positive image of the United States. Among those polled, 51 percent said Chile should deepen its trade relations with China, while 25 percent defended the increase in trade with the United States. A country where China’s image had suffered in the past as a consequence of Chinese investments in local mining projects that turned disastrous, Peru also recorded a more favorable view of China than of the United States in a 2018 survey by Latinobarómetro, a prominent regional survey.

Other data support the idea that Latin America holds fairly warm views of China. The 2019 edition of the Pew Research Global Attitudes study registered a decrease in favorable views of China in 17 of the countries studied, and an increase in favorable views of China in nine countries surveyed. Three Latin American countries included in the survey were among the nine
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with increasingly favorable views of China: Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico. Of the three, only Brazilians had a more favorable view of the U.S. than of China.

While the region holds fairly warm views of China, the United States’ image in Latin America suffered the consequences of the Trump Administration’s low regional popularity. In Brazil, only 22 percent of respondents expressed confidence in President Trump in the 2019 poll, a much lower level than the 63 percent confidence with Brazilians enjoyed by Barack Obama in a similar study in 2015. In the 2019 study, only 8 percent of Mexican respondents had confidence in Trump, a drop of 41 percentage points compared to the survey about confidence in Obama in 2015. In Argentina, the decline was from 40 percent to 22 percent.

Mistrust of the Trump Administration affected Latin Americans’ perceptions of multiple issues related to the United States. In Mexico, 56 percent of those surveyed in the 2019 study pointed to the United States as the top threat to their country. This result made Mexico the country with the highest percentage of people identifying the United States as the top threat among the 17 countries that asked this question in the survey. Only 5 percent of Mexican respondents said the same about China. In Argentina, 40 percent of respondents said the U.S. was a top threat, whereas only 5 percent of the Argentine respondents considered China a major threat. In Brazil, 18 percent perceived the United States as a significant threat but only 8 percent saw China as a major threat.

To be sure, the coronavirus has soured perceptions of China among many supporters of Bolsonaro and likely in other LAC countries. Members of the Bolsonaro government propagated the narrative that Beijing was responsible for the pandemic and adopted the moniker “comunavirus” to refer to COVID-19. The mistrust toward China went beyond Bolsonaro’s
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base and affected Brazil’s overall public opinion of China. In a CNN Brasil/Real Time Big Data poll released in October 2020, 46 percent of respondents said they would not take a potential Chinese vaccine, more than the percentage that rejected a Russian one (38 percent), a vaccine produced in the United Kingdom (22 percent) and a one from Germany (22 percent).44 This distrust, however, may change in the event that a real and effective Chinese vaccine is delivered to Brazil.

INITIATIVES OF DIRECT INFLUENCE

Beyond the warmth created by trade and investment, China deploys a series of direct initiatives to influence political elites, civil society, academics, and students in Latin America. Among the most successful of these initiatives are scholarships, courses, seminars, and invitations to China sponsored totally or partially by the Chinese government and/or by the Chinese Communist Party. In the 2015-2019 China-Latin America and Caribbean Cooperation Plan, China promised to provide people in the region six thousand governmental scholarships, six thousand training opportunities, and four hundred opportunities for on-the-job master’s degree programs in China during that period. Beijing also announced that it would invite one thousand politicians from Latin American countries to visit China during those five years. Another thousand young leaders from both sides would be trained via a program called “Bridge of the Future.”45 The numbers are impressive, but still dwarfed by the enrollment of Latin Americans in U.S. universities, which reached 81,000 students in the 2018-2019 academic year.46

Political Elites

Officials from all over Latin America have been invited to China in recent years to attend courses on a broad range of topics, such as development, clean energy, agriculture, and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). There is even a seminar for invited officials on “NGO capacity

building for developing countries,” an ironic subject considering the restrictions on civil society within China.47

A Google search in Spanish combining the words China, funcionarios (officials), and seminarios (seminars) or cursos (courses) offers some examples of the exchange courses offered to Latin American officials. In 2018, twenty-four officials from Argentina attended a twenty-day seminar about public administration in Beijing.48 Mexico sent nine civil servants from four Mexican states to China in 2019 for a course on tourism management.49 For at least two years (2017 and 2018), Colombian officials and farmers were invited to seminars on agricultural production technology, which took them to different Chinese provinces.50 Eighty civil servants from the Dominican Republic were trained in China in 2016. At the end of December 2019, around fifteen officials from El Salvador went to Beijing and Shanghai for a seminar about public heritage management.51 Examples of seminars for Brazilian civil servants include one on foreign investment attended by ten officials from Mato Grosso and other states in October 2019.52 Four months before, a delegation of secretaries, civil servants, and businesspeople from four states of Brazil’s northeastern region was invited for a fifteen-day program in China about sustainable development. And these are but a few examples of such exchange courses.

These training programs expose the participants to the successful story of Chinese economic growth. According to Juan Pablo Santiago, a state representative in Argentina who has visited China, “The Asian giant is a model to be followed in all spheres, among them the fight

47 Some of the courses offered in 2019 can be found on the webpage of Tecnológico de Costa Rica (TEC): https://www.tec.ac.cr/documentos/documentos-ii-actualizacion-programa-seminarios-gobierno-china
against climate change and the use of renewable energies.”

Mixia Murillo, a biologist from the University of Panama who also has visited China agrees, stating, “Conservation of the planet is one of the themes that unite us here, one of the strongest links that China can have with our countries.”

With President Donald Trump’s decision to leave the Paris Agreement, China has had an opening to assume a leadership role in combating climate change and is using it to project a positive image of Chinese leadership to Latin American and Caribbean elites. Beijing has been actively promoting “climate diplomacy” to Caribbean nations which suffer from extreme weather conditions and have part of their populations below sea level. The initiatives take the form of funding, technical aid, and complete projects related to climate resiliency.

China’s seminars go beyond agriculture, environmental issues, e-commerce, or economics more broadly, and include areas related to judicial matters and other types of governance. In 2017, China invited the then-president of Bolivia’s Supreme Court of Justice and twenty-four other Bolivian judges and judicial officials to a two-week seminar and “exchange of experiences” about judicial administration.

Some courses are given directly in Latin America by Chinese experts. In 2018, China’s Ministry of Commerce and the University Santo Tomás organized a seminar in Santiago de Chile on e-commerce for micro and small agribusiness entrepreneurs. The message conveyed by Chinese authorities at the seminar was clear: China is at the forefront of the global e-commerce revolution and is willing to share its experience with other countries.

Official invitations have also taken representatives and senators from all over the region to China, again with all expenses paid by Beijing. From 2014 and 2019, a total of twenty-one members of the Chilean Congress went to China, invited by the government or the Communist
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If we look only to 2019, legislators from at least seven other Latin American and Caribbean countries made similar trips. In April 2019, for instance, eight months after El Salvador cut relations with Taiwan and recognized China, nine representatives of the country traveled to Beijing. That same month, a delegation of twelve party leaders and legislators from Mexico went to Beijing, invited by the Chinese Communist Party. In May, seven members of Costa Rica’s Congress visited Beijing. In June, a delegation of Colombian legislators lead by the speaker of the House went to China, again invited by the Chinese Communist Party.

Perhaps the most controversial Latin American visit to China in 2019 involved Bolsonaro’s former party, the PSL. A right-wing politician, the Brazilian president historically has been a fierce anti-communist and, as mentioned above, was hostile toward China during his presidential campaign. But in mid-January 2019, hardly two weeks after Bolsonaro was inaugurated, twelve legislators from his then party went to China, with Beijing covering all costs. Their goal was to learn about China’s facial recognition technology. The visit generated discomfort in Bolsonaro’s base and was criticized by a leading PSL ideologue, the writer Olavo

de Carvalho. In a YouTube video, addressed his thoughts for the president directly, stating, “You are doing a crazy thing. You are handing Brazil to China. Are you [an] idiot?” ⁶⁶

Yet in September 2019, five more Brazilian legislators were invited to China, this time to be introduced to some of the country’s leading firms: Alibaba, China National Petroleum Company, China Railway Group, and Huawei, among others. Among the delegation was one of Bolsonaro’s sons, Flávio, who is a senator. ⁶⁷

These invitations to lawmakers increase China’s influence in the target countries and create in the political elite an admiring narrative toward Beijing’s accomplishments in economic development and technological innovation. Brazilian Senator Chico Rodrigues, one of the five legislators who traveled to China in September, made a speech praising the country after returning to Brazil. On the Brazilian Federal Senate floor, Rodrigues stated that “What has most impressed all of us during our visits was the distance that separates our economic growth from the Chinese economic development.” ⁶⁸ He also praised Huawei and stressed that the company could “boost the revolution” that Brazil needs in telecommunications, in particular with the introduction of 5G. ⁶⁹

Legislators from other regional states offer similar fulsome praise after returning from visits to China. After coming back from his trip to Beijing, the Colombian speaker of the House praised China’s success in reducing poverty. ⁷⁰ The same topic was raised in an interview by the Mexican legislator Fernandez Noroña, who has visited China. ⁷¹ The Salvadorian legislators’ trip happened two months before the inauguration of President Nayib Bukele, a pro-U.S. politician who had criticized China during his campaign and said he would reevaluate the previous Salvadoran administration’s decision to switch diplomatic relations from Taiwan. ⁷² In the end,
the new Salvadoran president maintained ties with China and visited Beijing in December 2019. There, Bukele announced that El Salvador would receive “gigantic non-refundable cooperation” from Xi Jinping’s government to finance six projects.73

Besides invitations for Latin American legislators to visit China, there are regular political dialogues between some Latin American states’ parliaments and the National People’s Congress in Beijing. The earliest such dialogue was established by Chile in 2006 and had its 12th meeting in Santiago in 2018 (the 2019 edition was canceled because of the wave of protests in Chile).74 Three other countries, Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, created parliamentary dialogues with China in 2016.75

China’s attempt to influence Latin American politicians can, however, generate backlash. One of the best examples of this dynamic is Chile. As China’s ambassador to Chile from early 2018 to October 2020, Xu Bu gained headlines in the local media after criticizing a Chilean lawmaker, in undiplomatic terms, for his meeting with a leader of Hong Kong protests in 2019. In the Chilean parliament, the chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations, Jaime Naranjo, responded and condemned Xu Bu's attitude as “insolent, rude and meddling in domestic affairs.”76

Media

China has been more successful in swaying Latin American and Caribbean political and business elites than it has been at influencing the region’s media outlets and media consumers.
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China’s large state-run news organizations are not as prevalent in Latin America as they are in the United States, Europe, Africa, and Asia. For instance, there is no Portuguese version of CGTN, which excludes one-third of the region’s population from being able to access CGTN content in their local language. CGTN launched its operation in the United States and Africa in 2012, with headquarters that hired hundreds of local journalists. Based in London, CGTN Europe began its operation in 2019.77 Although CGTN is available in Spanish, it broadcasts from Beijing and is dominated by Chinese anchors. Correspondents in Latin America and Spain contribute stories, but most of the CGTN content consists of boring and stiff programs about China and Chinese culture. There is limited data on its ratings, but all indications show that its audience in Latin America is relatively small.78 On Twitter, CGTN in Spanish has 604,000 followers.79 CNN in Spanish has 18 million.80 “Nobody watches [CGTN in Spanish],” says Patricio Giusto, a visiting professor at Zhejiang University and one of the founders of Observatorio Sino-Argentino, based in Buenos Aires.81 Besides the unappealing content, the signal of CGTN in Spanish has trouble reaching TV sets in Latin America, where there is intense competition from local, U.S., and European channels.82

Latin America and the Caribbean also has not been a major target for “China Watch,” the supplement edited by China Daily and inserted in prominent print publications throughout world. Only three newspapers in the region carry “China Watch”, all in Argentina: El Cronista, Diario UNO y La Capital, which have smaller circulations than the leading Argentine newspapers Clarín and La Nación. In the United States by contrast, China Watch has appeared in leading
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newspapers including the *Los Angeles Times*, the *Washington Post*, and the *Wall Street Journal*.\(^{83}\)

With China’s big state-run media outlets not making much headway in the region, Beijing has had more success by organically inserting pro-China narratives into the local media. However, these efforts to use partnerships and other content-sharing agreements remain relatively nascent. In Chile, the newspaper *La Tercera* now has a section called *Conexión China*, which is produced in partnership with China Media Group (CMG), the holding company for CGTN, CCTV, China National Radio, and China Radio International. Launched on January 1, 2020, the section’s declared intention is to show an “updated version” of different aspects of Chinese culture.\(^{84}\) Its visual presentation, content, and narrative style are modern and relatively appealing. Despite this, it is evident that its purpose is to portray an extremely positive view of China. *Conexión China*’s first feature was about the friendship between Chilean poet Pablo Neruda and Chinese poet Ai Qing, who exchanged visits during the 1950s. Father of the dissident artist Ai Wei Wei, Ai Qing was one of the victims of Mao Zedong’s Anti-Rightist Campaign in 1957.\(^{85}\) Readers of *Conexión China*, however, were informed only that the poet spent 21 years exiled in China’s northeast and then in Xinjiang because of an “accusation” against him. The story did not mention Mao or the fact that Ai Qing was placed in forced labor camps in Xinjiang.\(^{86}\)

In 2019, Chile’s Radio Cooperativa closed a deal with CMG to launch *Efecto China*, an initiative that includes a weekly radio show, videos, and news stories produced by the Chinese side and op-eds, interviews, and news stories generated by the Chilean one.\(^{87}\) “We discuss [issues] from trade relations to literature to China’s technological progress … culture and …


\(^{86}\) Gilbert King, “The Silence that Preceded China’s Great Leap into Famine.
language,” said Fabián Pizzaro, the radio’s deputy marketing manager. Efecto China’s webpage includes stories about Xi Jinping’s speeches, China’s space program, women’s rights in China, China’s progress in developing a COVID-19 vaccine, and even folk songs from Xinjiang. There are also programs on China’s history, cities, and landmarks, such as the Dazha Tibetan temple in Sichuan province. In association with the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile’s Confucius Institute and the organization Cruzando el Pacífico, Radio Cooperativa also has an annual contest called “88 words.” Currently in its fifth edition, it awards trips to China to the three participants who best master 88 common phrases in Mandarin.

Brazil also has witnessed an emerging form of cooperation and integration into local media, promoted by CMG. In 2019, the Chinese conglomerate closed a deal with Brazil’s fourth-largest television network, Bandeirantes, also known as Band. By the agreement, a show launched in September, Band Notícias, would feature news or programs produced by CMG. The content is introduced by a Portuguese-speaking Chinese national who works for Chinese state media. Band Notícias so far has amassed a modest audience compared to other shows on Band. Notably, the content produced by the Chinese side for Band Notícias is presented as an organic part of the show. Yet it varies from inoffensive—and uninteresting—stories about moon cakes and tourism in China to pure propaganda. On November 11, Band Notícias featured a story about Huawei’s presence in Brazil and its plan to invest $1 billion in the state of São Paulo, an investment it claimed would generate thousands of jobs. Yet Huawei’s investment had actually been announced three months earlier, in August, and the investment actually was worth $800
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million.\textsuperscript{94} Still, the story provided an opportunity for Band Noticias to talk about Huawei’s and its relevance to the emerging Brazilian 5G network, and to say that “Chinese technology is increasingly present in Brazil.”

Similarly, the leading Brazilian newspaper Folha de S.Paulo announced in July 2020 an agreement with the Chinese financial outlet Caixin. Between its signing and November 22 that same year, Folha republished 18 stories from Caixin, perhaps the most independent news outlet in China—yet still one that has to live within the strictures put on journalism in China.\textsuperscript{95} Most of the featured articles discussed topics beyond economics and finance, such as the consequences of forced birth control methods, Chinese students in the United States, Hong Kong’s political situation, and Shenzhen’s 5G network.

To wield influence within Latin American media, China goes beyond deals with news organizations. It also increasingly promotes its films, miniseries, and documentaries abroad. In early 2018, China International Television Corporation announced deals with networks in Colombia, Peru, and Mexico to broadcast the historical drama series Princess Agents, whose first season had 58 episodes of one hour each.\textsuperscript{96} It was a success and many Latin American viewers were frustrated by the lack of a second season.\textsuperscript{97}

Still, Chinese efforts have not translated into significant changes in how the leading Latin American news outlets cover events within China. Few Latin American media organizations have correspondents based in China. When they report on China, they usually use stories picked up from U.S. and European news agencies and newspapers, such as the Associated Press, Reuters, the New York Times, or the Financial Times. They rarely utilize full stories from the official Chinese news agency Xinhua. Indeed, the foreign editor of one of the largest Brazilian newspapers told me he does not use Xinhua because of its lack of independence and ties to the


Chinese Communist Party. None of the leading Brazilian outlets regularly publishes news picked up from Xinhua.

But with the growing financial difficulties of many news organizations, there might be opportunities for Xinhua to expand its presence in Latin America and the Caribbean, notes Joshua Kurlantzick, senior fellow for Southeast Asia at the Council on Foreign Relations. He mentions the experiences of Thailand, Cambodia, and other Southeast Asian countries as a preview of what might happen in developing nations in Latin America. Kurlantzick observes, “Xinhua is potentially more effective than other state media because it has a broader reach, and it has been more successful at getting picked up by major publications around the world, particularly in the developing world, and thus it reaches more people than something like CGTN. Other networks are not picking up CGTN, but many publications now use Xinhua’s wire service, in part because it is usually cheaper than other wires, or even free.” He further elaborates that “Xinhua is aggressively signing content-sharing deals with news outlets in many countries, principally developing countries. These content-sharing deals will help Xinhua spread more widely in the coming years.”

Beijing also has launched programs to increase Latin American journalists' exposure to China and potentially promote a South-South narrative that might boost popular opinion of China in Latin America. In 2016, Xi Jinping participated in the First China-Latin America Media Forum, which was held in Chile; it had a second session in Argentina in 2018. In a speech, Xi defended the need for cooperation among news outlets of both regions, stating that “A more vivid image of China and Latin America could then be unfolded in front of the world.” Xi also announced that China would train five hundred journalists from Latin America and the Caribbean in the following five years.
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After that announcement, China began to invite journalists from the region to spend six months in China. During this period in the country, the journalists typically send stories about China back to their outlets in Latin America. Brazilian journalist Thiago Coppeti, from the regional economic newspaper *Jornal do Comércio*, was one of the thirteen journalists from the region who participated in this program in 2018. There were also 26 journalists from Africa and 16 from Asia on the same program that year. According to him, the group initially feared being used as a propaganda instrument by Beijing. But Coppeti said they were not pressured to report or not report on particular stories. There was a schedule of interviews and visits organized by the host that naturally steered the coverage to approved themes, to be sure. Yet journalists had periods of free time, during which they could pursue their own stories around Beijing.\(^{103}\)

Coppeti said the experience improved his views about China and shook his convictions about the supremacy of democracy as a political model: “Before going, I thought people would be clamoring for political change in an authoritarian system, but I saw people happy on the streets and in the buses and started to question if it is not worthy yielding some freedom in favor of a better quality of life.”\(^{104}\) Still, upon returning to Brazil and following reports of China’s internment camps in Xinjiang and crackdowns on protests in Hong Kong, Coppeti’s positive views of China somewhat faded. Although he had a positive experience overall during the program in China, Coppeti believes there are limits to what Beijing can do in influencing the Latin American press via these programs. In part, he notes, it is because Latin American journalists can see how the government controls the Chinese press, “The lack of independence of Chinese media is a great barrier. For them, the press is blurred with propaganda.”\(^{105}\)

Another journalist who participated in the 2018 program, Peruvian writer Sonia Millones Alvarado, said she was pleasantly surprised by what she saw in China.\(^{106}\) The innovation and technological advancements of the country impressed her the most. Millones also changed her political perceptions of China, “I expected to encounter stronger controls. In Beijing, I saw gay couples on the streets displaying affection publicly without repression.” The six months Millones spent in China also helped change other stereotypes she had about the country, “There is a lot of
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injustice in the information about China, and this kind of program allows us to see reality with our own eyes.”

*Universities and Think Tanks*

In recent years, China also has increased its cooperation with universities and think tanks in LAC. There has been an intense flow of invitations for academics to go to China for conferences and seminars with all expenses paid by the Chinese government or Chinese universities and think tanks. At the same time, there has been an influx of Chinese delegations to universities in Latin America in search of partnerships and exchange programs. The intensification of contact has helped increase the number of Chinese centers dedicated to studying Latin America: in 2018, there were at least 60.

Brazilian academics see cooperation with China as a chance to do research through developing countries’ lenses, instead of passively consuming work produced in the United States and Europe. According to Celio Hiratuka, a member of the Study Group on Brazil-China at the University of Campinas, “We have common problems. In the area of science and technology, for instance, there is a great space for cooperation in urban mobility, smart cities, artificial intelligence, and 5G.” For him, one of the best precedents of a successful partnership between two emerging countries is the China-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite (CBERS) program, created in 1988. Since then, it has put six satellites in orbit, the most recent one in 2019.

Conceived in 2004 as conduits to promote the Chinese language and culture around the world and to build people-to-people contacts with other countries, Confucius Institutes also play a role in China’s effort to project soft power in the region. The first Latin American Confucius Institute opened in Mexico City in November 2006, two years after the arrival of the first Confucius Institute in the United States. Currently, there are 45 Confucius Institutes and 6 Confucius Classrooms (which focus on schooling below the university level) in Latin America,
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across 26 countries in the region. Brazil has the most, followed by Mexico, Peru, Argentina, Chile, and Colombia.\textsuperscript{112} Since they came to the region, roughly 100,000 students have enrolled at Confucius Institutes in Latin America.\textsuperscript{113} Each year, five hundred of them travel to China on fellowships provided by the Chinese government.\textsuperscript{114}

Lourdes Zilberberg, director of the Confucius Institute of Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado (FAAP), a private Brazilian university, observed that the initiative has sparked broader academic exchanges between Brazil and China as well.\textsuperscript{115} In Unicamp, for instance, the Confucius Institute organizes a group of ten academics to visit China every year. In this case, airfares are paid for by the Brazilian side, while the host country is responsible for other expenses, according to Bruno De Conti, economics professor and director of Unicamp’s Confucius Institute.\textsuperscript{116}

As is the case in other regions, Confucius Institutes in Latin America also are active in promoting of cultural activities. Besides the obvious celebrations for Chinese New Year and other festivals, they bring musicians, dance groups, movies, and writers to Latin America. An estimated 800,000 people in the region attend these types of cultural events every year.\textsuperscript{117}

Besides these interactions, there is also a formal mechanism for think tank exchanges between the two regions, the Forum of Think Tanks from China and Latin America, created in 2010.\textsuperscript{118} In October 2019, it had its fifth session in Beijing, with a theme dear to Xi Jinping, the Belt and Road Initiative.\textsuperscript{119} In the following month, Chile hosted the first Dialogue of Chinese and Latin American Think Tanks, organized by the University of Chile, the Information Department of China’s State Council, the Chinese Embassy in Chile, and the China International
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Publishing Group. Among the panels, one reflected Xi’s priorities: “Construction of a Community of Common Destiny [between] China-Latin America.”

A member of the board of the Argentinian Council for Foreign Relations (CARI), Francisco Santibañes said he is “impressed” by the intense activities of Chinese think tanks and universities in his country. In 2019, academics from CARI received six invitations to conferences in China, with all expenses paid by the host, he noted. According to him, China’s presence is a marked contrast with U.S. think tanks, which are mostly absent in Argentina.

One of the consequences of these exchanges and other programming is that a new generation of Latin American China experts is being formed with significant exposure to Beijing’s views of foreign and domestic policy. In his opinion, there is a risk that this will lead to a lack of independence and critical thinking toward China among students and academics in Argentina and the region as a whole.

THE SOFT POWER OF TECHNOLOGY

During September 2019, the most popular Sunday show on Brazilian TV, Fantástico, showed a four-episode series about China’s technological advances that helped bolster China’s image in Brazil. Each Sunday, at least 50 million people watched as the narrator described China as the place where the future had already arrived: a land of smart cities, the home of the largest network of high-speed trains in the world, a leader in the production of electric cars, an innovator in online payments, and a pioneer of telemedicine.

The Fantástico series was one of the most prominent examples of Chinese technology’s emerging attractiveness in Latin America. Broadcasted by Globo TV, the leading Brazilian network, the four segments were a condensed version of a longer, eight-episode program presented by another channel of the same group, Expresso Futuro. The idea was to describe the effect of technology on the daily life of Chinese citizens and point to experiences that Brazil could replicate in areas such as transport, health, education, and public safety. According to Miranda, “China’s business models in this area tend to be more successful in developing
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countries than the ones from Silicon Valley, which are more expensive.” Miranda, a Brazilian fluent in Mandarin who studied Political Science at Renmin University with a scholarship from the Chinese government, further elaborated that “Chinese models are designed for an emerging middle class with relatively low income, and are flexible, cheap, and easier to mass produce.”

The Chinese Embassy in Brazil liked the project and agreed to grant visas and organize the logistics for the crew to shoot in China. Miranda presented a list of forty Chinese companies he wished to visit and got access to all of them. To finance a two-month reporting trip, the group reached out to Chinese companies that would be interested in selling a high-tech image in Brazil. Huawei and BYD decided to sponsor the series. A third source of money was the Brazilian firm Stone, which specializes in digital payments, in which Alibaba’s Ant Financial invested $100 million in 2018.

There was no criticism of China in the show, not even when the topic was the use of cameras for facial recognition—an issue that worries many civil society activists in Latin America, since facial recognition could be used for surveillance and other abuses. According to Miranda, this lack of criticism of China was a deliberate choice, “When people talk about facial recognition, the first thing that appears is surveillance. We wanted to focus on another aspect: the convenience of living in a technologically developed country. If the Chinese managed that, we could do the same.” Instead of a “journalistic” documentary, with different points of view, Miranda said they opted for an “aspirational” one, to present the audience what Brazil could be if it followed China’s steps, “We kind of promoted Chinese soft power, but it wasn’t an initiative of the Chinese government,” claimed Miranda.

Even if Beijing does not directly promote it, innovation has been one of the most fruitful new sources of Beijing’s influence in Latin American. Chinese tech companies have increased their investments in the region, injected money into local startups, expanded market share for their products and services, and intensified the fight in the region with U.S. competitors. The largest manufacturer of clean energy cars in China, BYD, has sold 1,035 buses to Latin America in recent years, grabbing 71 percent of the regional market of pure electric cars.
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buses. The e-commerce platform AliExpress, part of Alibaba, is also expanding its presence in the region. In Brazil, AliExpress now ranks among the eight largest e-commerce platforms by the total number of orders. Amazon, however, still fulfills a larger number of orders in Brazil.

Alibaba and other Chinese e-commerce platforms also have become a source of inspiration to retail companies in Brazil that want to jump from the analog to the digital world. Alberto Serrentino, founder of a Brazilian consulting firm, started to organize Brazilian executives' missions to China in 2017. In 2019, he organized three such missions, with a total of one hundred fifty people, among them CEOs of some of Brazil’s largest retail, finance, and technology companies. The goal was to familiarize his clients with China’s gigantic digital ecosystem and e-commerce platforms.

One of his clients was Frederico Trajano, CEO of Magazine Luiza, one of Brazil’s largest retail groups. In 2018 Trajano spent almost a month in China visiting the immense e-commerce platforms. “When I looked at the world in search of references, I saw that China had a company, Alibaba, that not only digitalized itself but helped to digitalize the country,” recounted Trajano. Now, he wants to do the same in Brazil.

The ride-hailing company Didi Chuxing also has increased its presence in Latin America. Didi has grabbed 30 percent of the market share in the cities it operates in within Mexico. The company also is present in Chile, Colombia, and Costa Rica. In October 2020, it began
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operating in Peru and Argentina. With this expansion, Didi could become a serious competitor to Uber in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Chinese brands are also increasing their regional presence in mobile communications, both in infrastructure and consumer products. Huawei operates in twenty Latin American countries and saw its market share in the regional smartphone market grow from 2.3 percent in 2013 to 9.4 percent in 2018. In Colombia, Huawei now has 25 percent of the local smartphone market. But the company has not been successful in Argentina and Brazil in the smartphone segment. Huawei is investing in cloud computing in the region as well, with two data centers in Brazil and Chile and plans for a third in Mexico.

Despite pressure from the Trump Administration, the Chinese company likely will continue to be able to sell 5G and other telecommunications equipment to the region, where most countries do not seem willing to submit to U.S. pressure. Huawei has been in Brazil for 21 years, and its products comprise roughly 35 percent of the Brazilian mobile telecommunications infrastructure. The Trump Administration has pressured Brazil to block Huawei and offered a $1 billion credit line to mobile operators to buy equipment from the Chinese company’s competitors, Swedish Ericsson and the Finish Nokia. As mentioned above, there are reports that Bolsonaro’s inclination is to follow Washington’s lead, but the decision will be announced only in 2021, when Trump will not be in office anymore. And beyond Brazil, for most
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countrise in the region, Washington’s pressure does not stop their desire to implement high-speed telecommunications networks, including ones provided, relatively inexpensively, by Huawei.¹⁴¹

Tencent, the gaming and social media giant, also has been expanding in the region. In 2018, it used $180 million to buy a minority stake in the Brazilian Nubank,¹⁴² the region’s leading fintech company, which had a market value of $4 billion at the time.¹⁴³ In Argentina, Tencent has partnered with the Japanese SoftBank to invest $150 million in the fintech company Ualá, and with a Brazilian fund to inject US$ 50 million in Satellogic, a startup dedicated to capturing satellite images of Earth.¹⁴⁴

Chinese surveillance technology also is spreading in Latin America. At least six countries in the region have received cameras with facial recognition free of charge: Brazil, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Panama, and Uruguay. Argentina, Ecuador, and Mexico have bought surveillance systems from Chinese firms. Ecuador was the first to deploy facial recognition capabilities, thanks to a Chinese loan of $240 million granted in 2012.¹⁴⁵ With 4,300 cameras, the Ecuadorean system is among the largest in the region and was mainly developed by Huawei and the state-owned CEIEC (China National Electronics Import and Export Corporation).¹⁴⁶ In March 2019, the Argentinian province of Jujuy signed a $30 million contract with Chinese giant ZTE for the implementation of a surveillance system with facial-recognition cameras.¹⁴⁷ The Chinese participation in the project was criticized by the Trump Administration, which said Beijing uses surveillance data to promote corruption, create arbitrary means of surveillance, and
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silence dissent. Yet a source of the Argentinian government said the Trump Administration’s response was a manifestation of U.S. “anxiety” with the expansion of Chinese companies, particularly in the context of 5G technology; Argentina went forward with the project.148

Beyond the Trump Administration, some Latin American voices have expressed concerns about the effect of the surveillance systems on privacy and civil rights in the region.149 Still, the alarming levels of violence in the region tend to skew the debate toward the effectiveness of surveillance technology in reducing levels of crime. In Ecuador, one of the earliest adopters of Chinese-style surveillance, the cameras seemed to help reduce crime rates.150 The rate of homicides per 100,000 inhabitants in Ecuador fell from 12.38 in 2012 to 5.79 in 2017. It has since increased to 5.81, in 2018, and 6.1, in 2019, but it is still much lower than the levels registered at the beginning of the decade.151

CONCLUSION

Helped by its trade and investment ties with Latin America and the Caribbean, China has managed to increase its influence in the region. Beijing has reinforced the positive effect gained from trade and investment with direct attempts to boost its image among Latin American political, academic, media, and business elites. Innovation and technology also have changed the way China is perceived. Instead of being identified as a source of low-quality products, the country is increasingly associated in Latin America with modernity, high-speed trains, online payments, smart cities, and electric cars.

China’s efforts to woo Latin America also occurs in the context of a lack of clear U.S. policies to engage the region. Centered on issues like immigration, drugs, and protectionism, the Trump Administration’s agenda did not really win hearts and minds in Latin America. Despite that, the United States continues to be the leading source of soft power in the region. Most Latin
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Americans watch U.S. movies and listen to U.S. music, and, at least before the novel coronavirus pandemic, the U.S. remained the preferred destination for Latin American tourists and students. Latin Americans use Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, Google, LinkedIn, and Twitter. Brazil is the second largest foreign market for Netflix, only behind Great Britain.

China does not have anything close to U.S. soft power in Latin America, at least at the moment. And Beijing’s attempts to create this soft power, though they have made some gains, are still hindered by the increasingly authoritarian nature of the Chinese Communist Party regime. But China is slowly gaining ground, especially on the technological front. The question is if the appeal in this area will translate into broader Chinese influence and a deep reservoir of soft power in Latin America and the Caribbean.